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Abstract
Strong beam-beam effects at the interaction point of a high-energy linear
collider such as CLIC lead to an emittance growth for the outgoing beams, as
well as to the production of beamstrahlung photons and e+e− coherent pairs.
This note presents a conceptual design of the post-collision line for the CLIC
machine at 3 TeV, which separates the various components of the outgoing
beam thanks to a vertical magnetic chicane, before their transport to a dump.
A preliminary design of the exit window between the accelerator vacuum and
the beam dump is also presented, based mostly on analytical calculations of the
stress and the temperature increase at the beam spot.
In a high-energy e+e− linear collider such as CLIC, the incoming beams
must be focused to extremely small spot sizes in order to achieve high charge
densities and, in turn, to reach the desired luminosity. As a result, the colliding
beams experience strong electromagnetic fields at the interaction point. The
subsequent bending of their trajectories leads to the emission of beamstrahlung
photons, which can then turn into e+e− coherent pairs. A careful design of the
post-collision line must be performed in order to transport the outgoing beams
from the interaction point to the dump, with as small losses as possible. In
the conceptual design presented here, the post-collision line first separates the
various components of the outgoing beam in four compact extraction magnets,
which provide a bending angle of 3.2 mrad at 1.5 TeV. The charged particles
with δ < −0.95 are absorbed in collimators placed between the dipoles, which
ensures that the beam transport through the extraction magnets remains loss
free. Following their physical separation from the other beam components,
the particles of the coherent pairs with the wrong-sign charge are immediatly
brought to their dump. The energy spectrum of the coherent pairs is derived
from the vertical distribution of the wrong-sign charged beam, before it becomes
too large to fit inside a vacuum pipe with reasonable dimensions. As for the
disrupted beam and the beamstrahlung photons, they are transported inside the
same vacuum pipe to a common dump, located about 250 m donwstream of the
interaction point. The bend provided by the four extraction magnets is followed
by a bend in the opposite direction, in order to eventually have D′y = 0. For
this purpose, we use four C-type dipole magnets. Beamstrahlung photons and
charged particles with δ > −0.85 pass through the vertical chicane and reach
the dump. The lost particles are absorbed in five collimators placed between
the separation region and the first C-type magnet. At the exit of the chicane,
the low-energy particles of the disrupted beam, which still have y′ < 0, receive
a positive kick when passing through 16 vertically focusing quadrupoles (mean-
while, the high-energy core of the beam remains unaffected). This allows some
flexibility in the design of the last section of the post-collision line, including
the dump window, because the vertical rms size of the disrupted beam after
the refocusing region decreases with the distance from the interaction point to
the dump. An accurate analysis of the final transverse beam profiles allows to
derive relevant information on the e+e− collisions.
In this paper, we also report on the design of the thin exit window that
separates the beam dump from the accelerator vacuum, at the end of the CLIC
post-collision line. This window must withstand a 20 MW beam power, not
only when e+e− collisions occur (in which case the charged beams are widened
at the interaction point), but also in the case of non-colliding beams. Due to
their very low emittances, these undisrupted beams may be much smaller on the
window, leading to a much higher local energy deposition. We have performed
analytical calculations of the mechanical and thermal stress, as well as of the
energy deposition and subsequent temperature increase for a round exit window
made of a 15 mm thick layer of C-C composite with a thin leak-tight foil (needed
in order to hold vacuum). Detailed ANSYS simulations are now performed for
a better estimation of the performance of the exit window at CLIC, which does
not have a circular shape and for which the beam impact occurs off-center.
In the following, a collection of slides, presented at the CLIC’07 workshop
at CERN (16-18 Ocotber 2007), is given. They summarize the work performed
on the beam dynamics simulations for the CLIC post-collision, and on the pre-
liminary design of its exit window.
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